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Abstract

Optical sensors are capable of sensing small changes in measured physical quantities.
In this project the focus is on fiber tip sensors for electric field sensing. The sensors
are made out of a photonic crystal that is mounted on the tip of a optical fiber. These
sensors are very robust and do not interfere with the sensed electric field making them
very useful for a wide variety of applications. The photonic crystal introduces features
in the reflection spectrum. When a electric field is applied due to the electro optic
effect the refractive index of the photonic crystals material will change. This change
will cause the features in the reflection spectrum to shift. This shift can be measured
and used for sensing electric fields. It has been shown that the location of the features
depends linearly on the lattice constant, this can be used to predict the location of
features in photonic crystals. It was found that the shape of the features changes when
the photonic crystal is not illuminated in the geometric center of the crystal and when
the polarization of the laser light is changed. Finally the sensitivity and detection limit
of the used sensor was determined.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Optical Sensing

Optical sensors make use of the various properties of light, today many types of optical
sensors are available. These optical sensors have many advantages over their electrical
counterparts like the ability to sense very small changes in physical quantities, not
interfering with sensed fields and a much smaller size.

A well known example of an optical sensor is the LIGO detector used to detect
gravitational waves.1 The LIGO detector is a large interferometer making it one of
the largest optical sensors currently in use. Another well known example is Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) where light deflected by the cantilever of the AFM is used
to determine the height profile of a sample. Optical sensors can also be found in our
phones. There is a sensor that senses the intensity of the ambient light and adapts the
intensity of the screen of our phone.2 Solar panels can also be considered as a special
type of optical sensor.2 Given the large variety of optical sensors and the number of
applications is very broad they are an interesting research topic.

1.2 Fiber Sensors

All examples from the previous section use light travelling free in air or vacuum. It’s
also possible to make sensors where the light is guided trough an optical fiber. These are
called fiber sensors and are known for their bio-compatibility, mechanical toughness and
immunity to electromagnetic interference.3 Another advantage of fiber sensors is that
they can be placed far away from an operator. This allows the sensors to function in
very hostile environments where temperature, electromagnetic-interference or pressure
is high.3 Some examples of hostile environment applications are inside the reactor of a
nuclear power plant4 or when sterilizing medical equipment.5 Major disadvantages of
fiber sensors are their relative high costs and many potential users are unaware of the
existence of these sensors.6

One of the first and most important fiber optic sensors is the Fiber Bragg Grating
sensor (FBG) first shown by Kenneth Hill in 1978.7 The FBG sensor is a fiber in which
a section has a periodically alternating refractive index, the Bragg grating.8 In figure 1.1
the working principle of a FBG sensor is depicted. Light with a certain spectrum goes
into the fiber core. A part of the light is reflected by the Bragg grating, the remaining
light that is not reflected will be emitted on the other end of the fiber as shown in figure
1.1. The amount of light and which wavelengths are reflected by the FBG depends on
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

temperature and strain effects in the fiber. A disadvantage of FBG sensors is that it’s
very difficult to make a distinction between observations due to temperature or strain
changes in the fiber. Another disadvantage is that the sensor does not measure at a well
defined point in space but rather over a larger volume in space.

Most applications of FBG sensors are found in structural engineering. In large or
complicated constructions FBG sensors have proofed to be a valuable asset to monitor
the condition of floors and supporting constructions in structures.9 FBG sensors are also
used to monitor the condition of cables in the high voltage network.10 These sensors
provide critical information to ensure the reliability and safety of these structures.

Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of a FBG sensor. On the left the incoming and reflected
spectrum are shown, on the right the transmitted spectrum is shown. Inside the fiber
core the Fiber Bragg Grating is sketched.11

1.3 Fiber Tip Sensors

Fiber Tip Sensors are another type of optical sensors with devices mounted at one end of
an optical fiber. An advantage of fiber tip sensors is that they can measure at one specific
point. A major disadvantage of most fiber tip sensors is that the device mounted on the
end of the fiber is large compared to the fiber. A typical fiber tip pressure sensor can
be 6 cm long with a diameter of 1 cm12 while the optical fiber has a typical diameter
of 125 µm. These large devices make handling these sensors difficult and limits the
possibilities for usage. A smaller device that isn’t larger than the optical fiber would be
greatly beneficial. A possible way to achieve this is by placing a photonic crystal as the
device on the end of the optical fiber.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.4 Objectives

In this project the possibilities of a electric field sensing device that consists of a single
membrane photonic crystal and an optical fiber will be explored. First photonic crystals
with different hole sizes and lattice constants will be investigated by analyzing their
reflection spectra. The stability of these spectra will be tested to determine whether
they are useful for sensing. When a suitable crystal has been found it will be mounted
on top of a fiber making an actual fiber tip sensor. The final objective is to demonstrate
that this fiber tip sensor can be used for sensing electric fields.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Photonic Crystals

In a photonic crystal the refractive index of the material varies periodically. For linear
dielectric materials the dielectric constant (ε) is used which is related to the refractive
index (n)by:

n2 =
ε

ε0
= εr (2.1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and εr the relative permittivity of the
material. The periodicity in the refractive index of a crystal can be described by:

ε(r) = ε(r + R) (2.2)

where r describes the position in the crystal unit cell and R is a lattice vector of the
periodic crystal. For a 3D photonic crystal the lattice vector R is given by:

R = a1x + a2y + a3z (2.3)

where a1, a2 and a3 can be any real number and x, y and z are the three base vectors
of the photonic crystal lattice. Depending on the number of directions in which period-
icity is present this leads to 1-, 2- or 3-dimensional photonic crystals as schematically
shown in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Photonic crystals with 1, 2 or 3 directions of periodicity.13
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

In the left picture in figure 2.1 a one-dimensional (1D) photonic crystal is depicted.
This photonic crystal consists out of layers of alternating refractive index as in the
Bragg grating discussed in the previous chapter. In the middle picture in figure 2.1 a
two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystal is shown. Finally the most complex photonic
crystals are the three-dimensional (3D) crystals as depicted on the right in figure 2.1.
The crystals drawn in figure 2.1 are schematic, in reality the periodic patterns are more
complex and are often holes or rods in 2D crystals and spherical cavities in 3D crystals.
Most 1D and 2D photonic crystals are not difficult to fabricate however the fabrication
of 3D photonic crystals can be very challenging.14 The photonic crystals used in this
project have a 2D square lattice with cylindrical holes.

2.2 Light propagation in Photonic Crystals

The interaction of photonic crystals with light has some very interesting properties
resulting from their periodic design. Light waves are electromagnetic waves and thus
can be described by the Maxwell equations. In photonic crystals the propagation of
light is affected by the periodic dielectric constant. The solutions for the electric-field
E and the magnetic-field H of to the Maxwell equations in a charge and current free
linear dielectric medium can be written as harmonic modes:15

E(r, t) = E(r)e−iωt (2.4)

H(r, t) = H(r)e−iωt (2.5)

where ω is the angular frequency of the light. Using equations 2.4 and 2.5 the
Maxwell equations can be combined and rewritten in one master-equation15

∇×
(

1

ε(r)
∇×H(r)

)
=

(
ω

c

)2

H(r) (2.6)

in this master-equation c, the speed of light. The master equation is an eigenvalue
problem and has therefore discrete solutions. From the Maxwell equations for a solution
H(r) of the master equation the electric field E(r) can be derived giving15

E(r) =
i

ωε0ε(r)
∇×H(r) (2.7)

The solutions of equation 2.6 are plane waves that have a dispersion relation ω = c|k|
where c is the speed of light and k the wave vector.15 In the previous section the peri-
odicity of photonic crystals was introduced. When a crystal is periodic in one direction
it is translational symmetric in this same direction. Therefore Blochs Theorem16 can be
used to describe the solutions. According to this theorem the solutions can be written
as a product of a plane wave and a periodic function u(r) for the electric field,

Em,k(r) = eik·rum,k(r) (2.8)

where k is the wave vector and m a discrete index called the band index. The
band index indicates which solution with the same k is considered. From the Bloch
Theorem also follows that all information on the field distributions is contained in the
first Brillouin Zone15,16 of the crystal. The Brillouin zone is the unit cell of the lattice in
reciprocal space. The dispersion relation of the frequency ω(k) in the first Brillouin Zone
is commonly referred to as the photonic band structure, an example of a photonic band
structure is shown in figure 2.2. It’s important to consider the different polarizations that
are possible for light waves because the dispersion relation depends on the polarization
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

of the light. A distinction can be made between TE and TM polarization of the modes.
For TE modes (p-modes) the electric field has no z component and in the case of TM
(s-modes) modes the magnetic field has no z component. Whether the mode is a TE
or TM mode also has influence on where these modes are concentrated in the photonic
crystal. The TE modes are more concentrated in the regions with the lower ε and the
TM modes are more concentrated in regions with the higher ε of the photonic crystal.

Figure 2.2: The photonic band structure diagram of a hexagonal array of holes in a
substrate. The top view on the structure and the corresponding Brillouin Zone are
showed at the bottom of the figure.15

In figure 2.2 on the y axis the frequency ω(k) normalized to the lattice constant
and on the x axis the wavevector k are displayed. In the Brillouin Zone a smaller area
is coloured light blue, this is the Irreducible Brillouin Zone. This zone is not longer
reducible by symmetry arguments like mirror or rotation symmetry. The points Γ, K
and M correspond to the high symmetry points of the Brillouin Zone. The Γ-point is in
the centre of the Brillouin Zone and corresponds to k‖ = 0.

In figure 2.2 two different bands can be seen with a photonic band gap in between.
The lower band is also referred to as the dielectric band and the upper band as the air
band. Light with frequencies inside the band gap can not propagate in the photonic
crystal. When modes with these frequencies are introduced in the crystal by external
influences these will decay away but defects in the crystal could help to sustain them.

2.3 Confinement and Coupling in Slabs

An ideal photonic crystal extends to infinity in all directions. In reality this is not
the case, that is why slabs are used. A slab is a structure with a finite thickness. An
example of a slab with a 2D hexagonal hole structure can be seen in the upper right
corner of figure 2.3. The propagation of light parallel to the slab can still be described
by two-dimensional Bloch waves.15 This allows separating the solutions of the Maxwell
equations and the wavevector k in two components. The first component is the in plane
component (x,y direction) and the second component is the out of plane component (z
direction).
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

Figure 2.3: The photonic band structure of a slab with holes in a hexagonal array. The
light cone is displayed in purple and shows all modes that can radiate in air out of the
slab. In reality the blue and red lines continue in the purple area.15

The guided modes are represented in the white area of figure 2.3, these modes do
not radiate and the relation (ω

c ) < |k| must be valid in this area. These modes cannot
radiate away because they are confined in the plane of the slab due to total internal
reflection at the surfaces of the slab.15 The purple area in figure 2.3 shows the light
cone and represents all modes that can radiate out of the slab and the relation (ω

c ) ≥ |k|
must be must be valid in this area. The modes inside the light cone are called radiative
modes. The radiative modes are the only modes capable of interacting with light from
outside the slab.17

In slabs the guided- and radiative modes have an effective dielectric constant.15 This
effective dielectric constant has a value in between the the dielectric constants of the
bulk material and the medium in which the crystal is placed and is influenced by the
thickness of the slab. The effective dielectric constant changes the dispersion relation
for the modes. An example of the photonic band structure for a slab can be seen in
figure 2.3. When a slabs with a photonic crystal is placed on a substrate the dielectric
constant on both sides of the slab will no longer be similar. This breaks the mirror
symmetry in the z-direction and will introduce another change in the effective dielectric
constant and dispersion relation.15

To confine light inside a finite photonic crystal a cavity can be introduced. A cavity
is made by breaking the periodicity in the photonic crystal by introducing a defect. The
choice of defect depends on the desired type of device. For a 2D photonic slab with
holes possible defects could be removing holes, removing lines or changing the size of
several holes.

In figure 2.4 the results from simulations of the cavity modes in a photonic crystal
are depicted.18 The modes are not all localized at the same position in the crystal.
The fundamental mode in figure 2.4a is localized in the center of the crystal. The other
pictures show the localization of the higher order modes. These modes are localized
at different positions in the photonic crystals. The localization, shape and size of the
mode is relevant for a good coupling with light that illuminates the photonic crystal.
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When an area with no or a very weak mode is illuminated this is not be beneficial for
the features in the reflection spectrum that will be discussed later in this section.

Laser light with almost vertical incidence is used to illuminate the photonic crystal.
This means that the light can only couple to modes around the Γ-point because only
modes with the same k‖ can couple. Close to the Γ-point the Slow Bloch Modes (SBM)
can be found characterized by small group velocities.19 The laser light will couple in
to the photonic crystal via the Slow Bloch Modes. Similarly, the light confined in the
crystal can couple and be emitted out of the crystal.

The coupling with the Slow Bloch Modes has a significant effect on the shape of the
photonic crystal reflection and transmission spectra.17 In the reflection spectra features
can be seen. These features can be peaks, dips or a combination of both. These features
are very useful for applications of photonic crystals for example in sensing by looking at
the shift of these features.

Figure 2.4: Localization of modes in the photonic crystal18

There are always small losses for light confined in a photonic crystal cavity. These
losses determine the quality-factor (Q-factor) of the cavity. Many different factors can
cause losses for a mode confined in a cavity. Every type of loss has its own Q-factor.
The Q-factor of the cavity can be calculated by:

1

Q
=

n∑
i=0

1

Qi
(2.9)

here Qi is the Q-factor of a specific loss15 and n the number of different losses. The
Q-factor determines how sharp the features in the reflection spectrum of a photonic
crystal will be. A higher Q generally means that the observed features will be narrower.
When features are narrower they are also steeper, these steeper features will make the
sensor more sensitive as will become clear in section 2.5.

In this project the used photonic crystals are slabs with a 2D hole structure. The
holes of the photonic crystals are placed in a square lattice with a typical lattice constant
of several hundred nanometer. A SEM image of one of the used photonic crystals is
shown in figure 2.5a. The photonic crystals have a total size of 20 µm by 20 µm.
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(a) SEM image of one of the used photonic crystals. (b) Schematic drawing of crystal with the gradient
visible.

Figure 2.5: SEM image and schematic drawing of photonic crystal.

To create the cavity for the photonic crystals used in this project, a linear gradient
on the hole radius is applied.18 This gradient means that the further the holes get to
the edge of the photonic crystal the smaller they get as sketched in 2.5b. By adapting
this gradient the size of the modes in the crystal can be confined to the same size as the
fiber core which is desirable for a good coupling of the mode inside the photonic crystal
cavity and the fiber mode.

2.4 The Linear Electro-Optic Effect

The photonic crystals will be made from Indium Phosphide (InP) which is anisotropic to
light. This means that the propagation of light inside a crystal is direction dependent.
Light propagating in a anisotropic crystal can be decomposed into its normal modes
The index ellipsoid is a very useful way to determine these normal modes. The index
ellipsoid can be written as

x2

n2x
+
y2

n2y
+
z2

n2z
= 1 (2.10)

where x, y and z correspond to the location in the crystal and nx, ny and nz to the
refractive index in a certain direction. Using n2 = ε/ε0 the impermeability tensor can
be defined as η = ε0/ε = 1/n2 where ε is the dielectric tensor. This gives ηijxixj = 1
for the index ellipsoid in the most general case.20

In certain crystals when an electric-field is applied the distribution of charges in the
crystal will be changed. A consequence of this is that the index ellipsoid will have a
different size and orientation. This effect is called the electro-optic effect. The change
in electro-optic impermeability when an electric-field is applied is given by21

∆η = η(E)− η(0) = rijkEk (2.11)
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where rijk is the linear electro-optic (Pockel) coefficient. When an electric field is
applied the index ellipsoid of the crystal is given by

ηij(E)xixj = 1 (2.12)

Indium Phosphide has a Zinc Blende crystal structure and the same refractive index
in all directions. The electric field is applied only in the z direction perpendicular to the
surface of the slab. When these properties are combined and substituted in equations
2.11 and 2.12 the following equation is found

x2 + y2 + z2

n2
+ 2r41Exy = 1 (2.13)

with r41 is the only non zero element of the Pockel coefficient. Since the Pockel
coefficients from equation 2.11 obey the following symmetry argument rijk = rjik the
parameters i and j can be combined into one new parameter ranging from 1 to 6. When
rewriting equation 2.13 in the same form as equation 2.10. The new refractive indices
in all directions of the crystal are found. In the case of InP this leads to20

n′x = n0 +
1

2
n30r41E (2.14)

n′y = n0 −
1

2
n30r41E (2.15)

n′z = n0 (2.16)

2.5 Sensitivity of Electric Field Sensor

The expected sensitivity of the fiber tip sensor can be calculated. The sensitivity is
given by

dP

dE
=
dP

dλ

dλ

dE
(2.17)

here dP/dλ is the slope of the feature in the spectrum which is known and dλ/dE
can be determined from the linear electro-optic effect.

To find a relation for dλ/dE the optical path length of a Fabry Perot cavity can be
used as a simplified model. The optical path length (Lopl) of the cavity is given by

Lopl = 2n0L (2.18)

where n0 is the refractive index of the material and L the physical length of the
cavity. The wavelength of the fundamental resonant frequency of the cavity corresponds
to

λ = 2Lopl = 4n0L (2.19)

Using equation 2.19 it is found that λ0 = 4n0L and λ1 = 4n1L. The difference
between these two wavelengths is ∆λ = 4∆nL. Dividing ∆λ by λ0 and taking into
account that equation 2.19 is linear gives the following relation is found:

dλ

dn
=

∆λ

∆n
=
λ0
n0

(2.20)

The absolute difference in the refractive index due to the electric field that follows
from equations 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 is
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∆n =
1

2
n30r41E (2.21)

By using equation 2.20 and 2.21 it’s possible to determine dλ/dE if its rewritten in
the following form

dλ

dE
=
dn

dE

dλ

dn
=

1

2
n30r41

λ0
n0

(2.22)

Combining equations 2.17, 2.22 gives the expected sensitivity:

dP

dE
=
dP

dλ

n20r41λ0
2

(2.23)

For InP n0 = 3.16 and r41 = 1.63× 10−12 m/V. Using this the detection limit of the
sensor can be determined. This will be explained and done in section 4.4.

As explained in section 2.4 due to the presence of an electric field the refractive index
of the InP will change. This will cause the observed features in the reflection spectrum
to shift, in figure 2.6 this shift is schematically drawn.

Figure 2.6: Schematic drawing of reflection feature shifting. The blue curve is the initial
feature and the orange curve is the feature after the shift due to the electric field

The slope of the feature dP/dλ at the fixed wavelength (λ1) can be determined
using the spectrum. When the slope of the feature is steeper the sensitivity of the
sensor(dP/dE) will thus be larger. The reflected power (P1) of the initial feature at a
fixed wavelength can be measured. After the electric field has been applied the reflected
power (P2) at the fixed wavelength can again be measured. From this difference in power
the strength of the electric field can be determined using the sensitivity of the sensor.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

The sample was fabricated at the TU/e NanoLab by several lithography steps. One of
the photonic crystals has been transferred to a fiber tip. The sample and the device on
the fiber tip will be measured using two different experimental setups. This chapter will
explain these setups.

3.1 Setup for Characterizing Photonic Crystals

In figure 3.1 a schematic drawing of the setup used for characterizing the photonic
crystals is shown. This setup consists of several key components which will be listed
and specified first.

First a Tunics BT tunable laser that emits light with wavelengths from 1470 nm to
1570 nm with powers from 0.2 to 2 mW. The fiber stage where a cleaved fiber tip is
clamped and exposed to the open air and can be moved in in the x, y, and z direction.
The sample stage is also movable in the x, y, and z direction and is used to place the
sample above the exposed fiber tip. An optical microscope with 500x amplification is
used for aligning the fiber core and the photonic crystal. The microscope can also be
used to make pictures of the sample, an example of such a microscope picture is shown at
the PC in figure 3.1. The microscope has its own white light source. This light couples
into the fiber in a fiber coupler where 10 percent of the light from the microscopes white
light source or 90 percent of the light coming from the laser is transmitted since the
laser and microscope light source will never be used at the same time. To detect the
reflected light an Agilent 81624B photo-detector is used that can detect powers from 1
pW up to 10 mW. Finally a circulator connects the optical fibers of all three main parts
of the setup with each other as shown in figure 3.1. When light enters the circulator in
port 1 it is transmitted to port 2. Light that enters in port 2 will be transmitted by the
port 3.

When a measurement is started light is emitted by the laser and transferred to port
1 of the circulator. The light will exit the circulator at port 2 travelling through the
fiber coupler towards the sample stage where the fiber tip is exposed in the open air
underneath the sample. Once the light has been reflected on the sample it will go
back to the circulator through the same fiber. The light passes through the circulator
entering at port 2 and is transmitted to port 3 leading to the detector. The data from
the detector is saved automatically on the computer.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the used experimental setup. The orange parts are
movable in x, y and z direction. All grey parts are required to use the microscope. The
laser, detector and microscope are connected to the computer to give commands and
receive data from measurements.

When a Fourier transformed plot of the reflection spectrum is made the distance in
between sample and fiber-tip can be determined using the following equation:

d =
λ2avg(∆λF )−1

2n
(3.1)

Here, d is the distance between sample and fiber-tip, λavg the average wavelength
of the measurement, ∆λF the x-coordinate of the first peak in the Fourier transformed
spectrum and n the refractive index of the medium through which the light travelled.
This equation follows from the interference of the light reflected at the end of the optical
fiber and at the surface of the sample. The periodic interference pattern is found in the
background of the reflection spectrum, an example is shown in figure 3.2a. The Fourier
plot in figure 3.2b already displays the inverse distance on the x-axis thus the x value of
the peak from the plot can be used for the entire (∆λF )−1 term in equation 3.1. When
the fiber tip and sample are closer than 20 µm to each other the Fourier transformed
plot can no longer be used because the peak will no longer be visible. But ∆λF can be
read from the background and is the length of one period. A disadvantage of extracting
∆λF from the background is that the periods gets larger than the working area of the
laser and estimations have to be made. This makes the calculated distance less reliable
the closer the sample and fiber are to each other.

When the distance between the sample and the fiber-tip is known the sample can
be approached closer by the fiber-tip and another measurement can be done. This
approach is done by moving the fiber-tip closer to the sample and not by moving the
sample closer to the fiber-tip because this is a more accurate method with a smaller risk
of damaging the sample. The process of measuring the distance between fiber-tip and
sample is repeated until the sample and fiber tip are only a few micrometer separated
from each other.
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(a) Measured reflection spectrum of a sample with
a photonic crystal on it.

(b) Fourier analysis on the spectrum in 3.2a.

Figure 3.2

3.2 Electric Field Sensing

For the electric field sensing the setup used in section 3.1 needs to be altered as shown
in figure 3.3. The entire microscope, sample stage and fiber tip stage will be replaced.
The movable fiber stage is now replaced by a electric field generator consisting of two
metal plates spaced 5 mm the photonic crystal mounted on top of a fiber tip will be stuck
through the bottom plate and will be fixed. The applied electric field will be periodically
modulated with a certain frequency. This field frequency can be freely chosen and varied
using the pulse generator that can generate electric fields up to 2.0×104 V/m. Also the
strength of the electric field can be changed on this device. An alternating electric field
is used because otherwise the sensor will not work since dλ/dE in equation 2.22 will be
zero.

Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of the setup used for the sensing of an electric-field.
The fiber tip with the device mounted on top is in between the two plates of the field
generator. In this setup everything is stationary.
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When a reflection spectrum of the mounted device is measured the same detector as
in the previous setup must be use. However when measuring electric fields a ThorLabs
PDA 10CF-EC InGaAs Amplified Detector is used that can measure faster and at
lower powers. The detector will be connected to a Lock-In Amplifier with the reference
frequency set at the electric-field frequency. A Lock-in Amplifier filters away noise
and only gives an output at the set reference frequency making it ideal for sensing weak
signals. The electronic spectrum analyser (ESA) can be used to determine the noise level
at different frequencies. This information is important for determining the required field
frequency and detection limit of the sensor.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Characterization of Photonic Crystals

The reflection spectra of the photonic crystals on the sample have been systematically
measured over a range of different lattice constants and hole sizes. Features were only
found for lattice constants from 709 nm to 744 nm in crystals designed with a hole radius
of 0.36a, where a is the lattice constant of the photonic crystal. The features found in
this range of lattice constants are shown in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Spectra of photonic crystals with lattice constants from 709 to 744 nm
designed with a hole radius of 0.36a with approximately 3 µm between sample and fiber
tip. The results have been shifted for reading clarity.

The features consists of multiple peaks and dips that originate from the coupling of
the Slow Bloch Modes with the laser light as explained in section 2.3. However a peak
or dip that is strong for one lattice constant can be weak for the other. This may have
several reasons. The light core is not perfectly in the geometric center of the photonic
crystal resulting in a weaker or stronger coupling to certain modes. Another possible
explanation is that the crystal is not perfectly symmetric changes the localization and
shape of the modes in the photonic crystal as explained in section 2.3. This different
location and shape of the modes makes it easier or more difficult for the light to couple
and thus changing the strength of certain features.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In figure 4.1 the peaks shift to the right for higher lattice constants. In this shift a
relation between the lattice constant and the location of the peak can be seen. To analyze
this and to make predictions on where features will be found for photonic crystals with
certain parameters a graph of the locations of the features is made. Since all features
like in figure 4.1 are approximately 20 nm in width a fixed point in the feature needs to
be chosen to make a good comparison. A point that is always present in every feature
is the most right peak. This most right peak will be used for this comparison. The
wavelength position of the right peak for different lattice constants with a linear fit is
shown as the black line and points in figure 4.2. This linear fit is described by:

y = 0.62x− 216.12 (4.1)

where y is the lattice constant in nm and x the location of the feature in nm. This
equation can be used to predict where a crystal with certain parameters is expected to
have a feature.

Figure 4.2: Locations of the right peak in the reflection spectra for different lattice
constants with a linear fit through the data points. Every color corresponds to a different
radius of the holes.

Reflection spectra of photonic crystals with larger and smaller hole sizes have also
been made. For smaller hole sizes the features are expected to appear at lower lattice
constants and for larger hole sizes at higher lattice constants. When again a linear fit is
made of these points as before this fit is expected to be parallel to the previous linear
fit. In the available photonic crystals only for smaller hole sizes features were found.
For these features the location of the right peak with a linear fit has been added to the
graph in figure 4.2. The blue line is the linear fit for holes with radius 0.34a is describe
by:

y = 0.62x− 241.50 (4.2)

which is parallel to the black line as expected and 25.38 nm lower. The red line is the
linear fit for holes with radius 0.32a is described by:

y = 0.56x− 161 (4.3)

which is not parallel to the other lines. This is probably due to an insufficient number
of data points.
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4.2 Location Dependence

When mounting the photonic crystal on the fiber tip it is difficult to get the fiber tip ex-
actly centred with the geometric center of the photonic crystal. Therefore measurements
have been done with a translated fiber core with respect to the center of the crystal.
In figure 4.3 the effect of translations in the x and y direction for a photonic crystal
with lattice constant 734 nm with the fiber tip 3 micrometer away from the sample are
shown.

Since the crystals are mirror symmetric the change in the features when translating
the fiber core with respect to the center of the photonic crystal is also expected to have
the same symmetry. However the results in figure 4.3 contradict this. For a translation
in the x direction it can clearly be seen that the features change shape. The peak on
the left starts to increase while the peak on the right starts to decrease. These increases
and decreases are caused by a better or worse coupling between the incident laser light
and the Slow Bloch Modes. For translations in the y direction only the intensity over
the entire feature decreases slowly without changing the general shape of the feature.
For both translations when the fiber core is almost off the crystal the reflected spectrum
shows only background. When the fiber is moved even further than shown in figure 4.3
both reflection spectra become only almost flat noise.

Figure 4.3: Reflection spectra of a photonic crystal with lattice constant 734 nm with a
distance of 3 µm between sample and fiber tip. (a) shows how the features change when
the fiber tip is translated in the x direction. (b) shows the same but for a translation in
the y direction.

There can be several reasons why this different behavior shows up. A reason could be
that the crystal is not perfectly flat. This means that there should also be a dependence
on the z direction. A different explanation is that the crystal is actually not symmetric
as mentioned in section 4.1 this can change the location and shape of the modes in
the photonic crystals and therefore change the reflection spectra when the illumination
point translates in different directions.
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To investigate whether this difference is due to the photonic crystals not being flat
translations in the z direction are performed. First the fiber core was translated +3 µm
in the x direction from the center of the crystal, from this position the distance between
sample and fiber is changed. The same measurements for a translation of +3 µm in
the y direction from the center of the crystal were performed. The results from these
translations in the z direction are shown in figure 4.4. In figure 4.4a the z translations
for the the fiber core +3 µm in the x direction out of the center are shown, nothing
changes when the distance between the sample and fiber tip. In figure 4.4b the results
for the +3 µm in the y direction are shown, the left dip gets less deep when increasing
the distance between sample and fiber but gets larger again when moving even further
away.

From these results follows that the features do not change shape when the distance
between sample and fiber tip is changed. Therefore the most probable reason for the
different behavior of the features is that the crystal is not completely symmetric which
changed the location and shape of the modes in the crystal.

Figure 4.4: Reflection spectra for translations in the z direction. In (a) the position of
the fiber core was first translated +3 µm in the x direction. In (b) the fiber core was
first translated +3 µm in the y direction

4.3 Polarization Dependence

The polarization of light is not identical or stable for most light sources. But the
polarization can also change due to changes in the stress or positioning of the optical
fibers. Therefore the effect of the polarization on the features has been analyzed. First
a number of points on the crystal will be chosen and an initial measurement of the
spectrum will be done. Next the polarization will be changed by turning the connector
in between the laser and the circulator and at the same positions the spectrum will be
measured again. This last step will be repeated for different polarizations.
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The results at one of these points are shown in figure 4.5. When the polarization
is changed this does effect the shape of the features. As shown in figure 4.5 when the
polarization changes the left dip completely disappears when the polarization has been
turned by 90 degrees. For a rotation of 180 degrees which is the same polarization as
the initial polarization the initial dip returns.

After all measurements were done it it was checked at the center whether turning
the connector back to the initial position would also give the same features as in the
initial measurement. However when turning the connector back to the initial position
the observed feature did not change back to the initial shape, they were still the same
as before turning back to the initial polarization. A possible explanation for this is that
the chosen method for changing the polarization is not the optimal method. By turning
the connector the polarization changes but also the stress and strain in the optical fiber
changes, this introduces non-reproducible changes in the polarization of the light.

The stability of the polarization of the laser at the connector before and after the
measurements has also been investigated. Before the measurements were started the
polarization arriving at the connector was a stable elliptical polarization. However
after the measurements the polarization was no longer stable. To confirm that the
observed effects are due to a change in polarization and not due to influences from the
optical fibers another polarization measurement should be done with a manual fiber
polarization controller. This controller can be used to change the polarization of the
light in a reproducible and controlled way however this could not be done due to time
limitations.

Figure 4.5: Effect of the polarization changes out of the center of the photonic crystal.
The graph shows the actual data of the measurements and has not been manipulated
to make a more readable plot.
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4.4 Electric Field Sensing

Unfortunately there are no significant results for the electric field sensing. Due to delays
in preparing the setup and fabrication there was no more time to do actual measurements
using the lock-in amplifier. However it was possible to determine the sensitivity and
detection limit of the sensor using an electronic spectrum analyzer (ESA). With the
ESA the noise level of the laser, sensor and all other devices can be measured. This
noise level determines the minimal change in power for the signal required to detect
a electric field. The noise levels from 0 to 10 kHz detected by the ESA in different
situations are shown in figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Several noise traces from the ESA on the y-axis the power in dBm and on
the x-axis frequency in Hz. In both (a) and (b) the black line is the base noise of the
ESA and the red line the noise of the ESA and the detector. In (a) the noise for laser
powers of 6, 7 and 8 dBm are shown and in (b) the noise for laser powers of 9, 10 and
15 dBm are shown.

The noises are averaged over 50 measurements by the ESA. The black lines in figure
4.6 are the noise from the ESA only. When the detector is turned on the red line gives
the noise level of the detector and the ESA. The purple, blue and green lines give the
noise for different laser powers. For determining the detection limit the noise level for
all equipment and the laser turned on is relevant. For frequencies above 4 kHz the noise
level is flat but below 4 kHz the noise level is up to 30 dBm higher as depicted in figure
4.6. Therefore a field frequency above 4 kHz will give a lower detection limit which is
better for sensing.

In figure 4.6 it is not visible if the noise levels for the measured laser powers are at a
different power. To get a better understanding of this flat noise level another spectrum
with the ESA has been taken from 7.5 to 8 kHz and the power over the entire interval
has been averaged. In figure 4.7 the results are shown, the dotted blue line represents
the average noise level when the laser is turned off. The average noise power changes
depending on the laser power. For lower laser powers from 6 to 10 dBm the average
noise power changes linear, but at the higher laser powers 12 and 15 dBm the noise
level flattens out. The average noise power when the laser is turned on is always higher
than the noise level for the laser turned off. The average noise power level changes
approximately 0.6 dBm when the laser power is increased from 6 to 15 dBm which is a
change of less than 0.5 percent.
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Figure 4.7: Average noise power for different laser powers. The blue line represents the
average noise level when the laser is turned off.

The powers shown at the ESA are not the optical powers entering the detector
and need to be converted to determine the sensitivity. Using the trans-impedance gain
(5000V/A), responsivity (1A/W ) and resistance of the detector (50Ω) can be converted.
For the average noise level of laser light of 8 dBm the optical power measured by the
detector is 5.25× 10−12W . To determine the sensitivity first a spectrum of the feature
must be taken, the wavelength is fixed at 1509 nm and λ0 of the feature is 1513 nm as
shown in figure 4.8. The slope at 1509 nm is approximately 1.0 × 10−5W/nm . Using
equation 2.23 dP/dE for this device is calculated to be 1.1×10−14 W (V/m)−1. From the
noise level and sensitivity follows that the expected detection limit for the electric field
sensor is approximately 478 V/m for fields with frequencies above 4 kHz. To generate
this field a voltage of 2.4 V is required. Fields that are strong enough to be detected
can be generated by this setup.

Figure 4.8: Spectrum of photonic crystal mounted on fiber tip.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The goal was to develop a fiber tip sensor based on a photonic crystal device that can
be used for sensing electric-fields. First the behavior of the designed photonic crystals
was characterized to determine whether they were useful for sensing. The second step
was to mount a photonic crystal on a fiber tip and try to sense electric fields with it by
utilizing the linear electro-optic effect.

Photonic crystals with different lattice constants and hole sizes have been analyzed.
Useful features for sensing have been observed for lattice constants of 709 to 744 nm for
holes with a size of 0.36a, at lattice constants 679 nm and 689 nm for holes with sizes
of 0.32a and at lattice constants 689 nm, 699 nm and 729 nm for holes with sizes of
0.34a . When the locations of the features in the spectrum are compared for different
lattice constants this shows a linear relation that can be used to predict the location of
features of a photonic crystal.

When translating the fiber core with respect to the geometric center of the photonic
crystal this showed that the strength of certain features changed. However different
behavior for translations in the x and y direction was observed. It has been investigated
whether this behavior is caused by different distances between sample due to sample
not being flat. This was not the case and the difference is likely due to the crystal not
being symmetric.

Also the effect of a different polarization of the light on the features have been
analyzed. It was shown that by changing the polarization some parts of the observed
feature disappeared. However due to the method of changing the polarization the results
were not fully reproducible. The reason for this is that the used method did not change
the polarization in a controlled way. The polarization dependence should be analyzed
again but by a method where polarization in the fibers is changed in a more controlled
way.

Unfortunately the electric-field sensing has only been partly done due to delays in
the fabrication and difficulties with mounting a device on fiber. The sensitivity of the
sensor is 1.1 10−14 W (V/m)−1. The noise level is lowest and flat for field frequencies
above 4 kHz making these frequencies best for sensing. The expected detection limit is
478 V/m which can be realized by the setup. Further research and experiments in the
electric field sensing are required.
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